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Executive summary
Around the world other small city regions demonstrate approaches that can help Greater Victoria
shift towards a more productive and resilient future. These precedents are relevant to Greater
Victoria’s future choices about how to emerge from COVID-19 confidently, pivot into a higher value
economy, maintain good growth, extend the lifestyle advantage, and coordinate as a single outwardfacing region.
This paper reviews more than 20 case studies from other smaller and medium sized city regions across
Europe, North America and the Asia Pacific that illustrate a specific element of a journey that these
places have gone on to shift purposefully into a new gear. They have been selected because of their
relevance to Greater Victoria’s current assets and opportunities. The 10 themes are:

1.

Disaster recovery as an opportunity for longer-term economic transition:
Christchurch, New Zealand; Hong Kong and Barcelona, Spain

2.

COVID-19 responses that see regions pursue opportunity to accelerate wider changes:
Amsterdam, Netherlands and Busan, South Korea

3.

High value economic transition to reconfigure reputation and raise economic resilience:
Miami, USA and Aarhus, Denmark

4.

Ecosystem development to create new high skilled jobs and improve productivity:
Malmö, Sweden and Helsinki-Espoo, Finland

5.

Innovation districts as a venue to co-locate firms and build identity and destination pull:
Eindhoven, Netherlands and Auckland, New Zealand

6.

Anchor institutions to foster the scale and skills to participate in the innovation economy:
Boulder, USA and Newcastle, Australia

7.

Economic development initiatives to more widely share the benefits of growth:
Auckland, New Zealand and Nashville, USA

8.

Ocean, marine and port clusters that build specialisation and differentiation:
Hamburg, Germany; Bergen, Norway and Antwerp, Belgium

9.

Multi-city collaboration in a region to borrow scale and sharpen complementarities:
Malmö/Copenhagen and the Holland Metropole (Amsterdam/Rotterdam/The Hague/Utrecht/Eindhoven)

10.

Enhanced systems for regional economic organisation and delivery:
Miami, USA; Amsterdam, Netherlands; Stockholm, Sweden and San Diego, USA

Specific implications for each of the ten themes are observed in each of the 10 sections of the main paper below.
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Overall the international case study experience points to seven approaches that others have prioritised in order to drive
positive change across multiple strategic priorities, and which are relevant to Greater Victoria:

1.

Treat crisis as opportunity. In the past and present, city regions have shown that periods of crisis are times
of acceleration and reset — when two or more cycles of change are condensed into one cycle - and that
advantages accrue to places that confront crisis on the front foot. Opportunities to revisit the industry mix, grow
the digital economy, rethink the potential of city centres and public spaces, adapt land uses, experiment with
new urban technologies and services, and change how locals and those far away see Greater Victoria, can all
be captured. A crisis like COVID-19 creates a higher reputational flux for cities, and the challenge for Greater
Victoria is to move quickly and show it can provide what the world now wants from cities — local lifestyle,
15 minute city living, safe systems, services on demand, a strong social contract, cutting edge innovations,
meaningful jobs, and climate change responsibility.

2.

Maximise the ambition for Downtown, especially after COVID-19. City regions of Greater Victoria’s calibre have
continued to find that maximising the residential population and customer base in Downtown is one of the most
important tools to simultaneously promote liveability and ‘stickiness’ for talent, host more of the Innovation
Economy, promote a region’s assets and identity, pioneer a smarter and more responsive urban environment,
enable anchors and institutions to succeed, and animate the public and private sectors around mutual goals
and a shared vision. Downtowns after COVID-19 will be different, with city regions recognising they will consist
of more specialised and digitally enabled locations, full of convivial and civic uses, with more built-in flexibility,
many more kinds of active mobility, and high quality placemaking with the capacity to inspire.

3.

Turn knowledge assets into a whole region advantage. Smaller city regions that have been shifting to a
higher value economy have found more routes to optimise the contribution from their knowledge producers.
These include building upon the expertise and buying power of existing university and research institutions,
developing knowledge partnerships around social and innovation missions, recruiting other education
functions, and promoting university-anchored precincts with real porosity with business. The strategic
relocation of post-secondary institutions into the region’s core is also often a key dimension of this shift, as
these institutions develop a consciousness of their interdependence with the region’s success.

4.

Elevate the scale and expectations of public-private co-ordination. Small city regions featured in this paper
have realised that without a high trust and high partnership equilibrium, they cannot compete with regions
with deeper pockets and larger talent pools. Shifting beyond zero-sum mindsets, and recognising the shared
value of a ‘whole neighbourhood’ or ‘whole region’ appeal, has been key — whether for local governments, for
landowners within business locations, or for companies used to doing business their way. These regions have
built organisations and digital platforms to start to work together more systematically and become betterinformed and more agile in decision making. Private sector engagement, partnership and leadership has been
increasingly core to the success of economic strategy delivery, an innovation district, and neighbourhood place
making and place management. Over time the role of public policy tends to shift towards monitoring, fostering,
and flexibly supporting the most promising activities, rather than designating, predicting and sole-funding.
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5.

A shared language for success. These city regions have realised that if they are to prioritise investment and
productivity, and attract capable companies and catalytic opportunities, they need a sharper collective identity,
and a clear and consistent message that communicates the region’s appetite for its own economic future and
its role within a larger competitive region. For these regions, the voices championing the future are mainstream,
and the story is well known. They have used their region’s small size as a point of difference, pride, unity, agility
and competence.

6.

Be vigilant about the cycle after this one. The city regions in these case studies have learnt they have to be
ready for more than one initial spike of success. Otherwise they will quickly lose the ingredients that made
them desirable, and erode the social licence to maintain their success model. This not only means that physical
development has to serve the amenity and affordability needs of families and workers. Nor does it only
mean proactive protection of natural assets as growth pressures arise. It also means inventing new tools and
approaches to deliver on more agendas at once: transport, innovation districts, investment promotion, business
environment interface, skills, procurement, and governance reform. The ability to make incremental and
continuous improvements later is just as important as the initial leadership catalyst.

7.

Host the world. A high-value economy also means going after and being receptive to a different orbit of
opportunity. Conventions, summits and events oriented to high value business, decision-making, leadership and
futures have helped to build reputations of places in which to invest, innovate and conduct business. The role of
art, culture and global values and institutions as drivers of this high value shift is also clear. For other city regions,
the presence and endorsement of international leaders and influencers has resulted in improved know how and
confidence of the existing business base, as well as improved ability to attract opportunity to the region.
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1. Disaster recovery and economic transition
Emerging lessons for Greater Victoria:
The shock and severity of COVID-19 should continue to galvanise the region to face up to the imperative to
diversify the economy, audit its underlying assets, and accelerate with key infrastructure and district projects.
Speed, agility and purpose are key to a successful regionwide recovery effort, particularly in the first 12 months
– 1 or 2 core projects are important to channel the impetus.
Crises create the chance to sustain broader non-partisan alliances. Collaborative governance in the post-crisis
cycle is about raising the standards of what is delivered and how.
Unity, competence and ambition are powerful assets to communicate when attracting international
opportunity to the region. The success of the crisis response should underpin a renewed sense of confidence
among public and private sector leaders to compete and succeed globally.

Diversification and specialised precincts after crisis –
Christchurch, New Zealand
Christchurch, New Zealand, was hit by a series of earthquakes between 2010 and 2011 that damaged more than 90% of the
City and caused over NZ$40bn (CA$35bn) of damage.1 The City and the national government worked together to fast-track
recovery process in three ways:
1.

Institutionalising recovery in existing planning processes.

2.

Creating a new cross-sector leadership entity to oversee implementation of new anchor projects.

3.

Taking steps to ensure that public and indigenous voices guided the recovery trajectory. A Fast-Track
Recovery: Anchor projects and Economic Diversification

Participatory planning and a focus on strong community engagement provided the social licence for an ambitious
globally-facing recovery process. To fast track rebuilding the city, the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act (CER) passed in
February 2011, mandating Christchurch City council to develop a Recovery Plan, adopted within 9-months of the legislation.2
The Plan enhanced public participation, drawing over 106,000 ideas from residents through web-based participation,
in person conferences, public workshops, and stakeholder meetings. All plans relating to recovery targeted indigenous
communities, by making their leaders part of the expert group governing the process, and by using traditional language as
part of the documents.
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Anchor Projects and planned economic precincts facilitated and concentrated public and private investment to aid
recovery. Infrastructure projects were designed to anchor 11 new identified precincts, each built around sectors that would
also help to foster economic diversification (see Figure 1). These included public benefit projects (parks, libraries, and public
space) as well as those designed to build local capacity (commuter rail, convention centres).
Public investment also enabled the creation of the SALT district, a concept driven by local investors, businesses and
authorities targeting engineering, technology, and research-based industries.3 This piloted a new kind of place activation,
including community-funded murals and a permanent street art exhibition. The project won best major place project at the
Asia Pacific Place Leaders awards, because of the success in encouraging owners and stakeholders to stop acting as separate
entities and start becoming a cohesive neighbourhood with shared values. A charitable trust for SALT has since been formed
to give a strong platform to facilitate future events and activities.
As a result of this more spatially-attuned mindset, investors and civic leaders have since developed a much clearer
consciousness about 6 or 7 hyperlocal communities and what makes each neighbourhood unique in and around downtown.
Forming a public-private partnership, they have attracted investment into events and projects that provide experiences that
draw locals and tourists. They have helped raise the bar for new development and public realm, so that Christchurch aspires
to the standards of international cities like Melbourne or Milan, and does not accept lower calibre outcomes.

Figure 1: Planning for Recovery through Economically Themed Precincts (L); SALT District in Downtown Christchurch (R)
Source: Adapted from Wikipedia and Otakaro Ltd. 4

SCIRT: A public-private governance entity to fast-track recovery projects.
Part of the strategic recovery process included the creation of two separate entities to rebuild faster and more costefficiently: the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) and Stronger Together Infrastructure Rebuild Team
(SCIRT) .5 In particular, SCIRT was a collaborative coalition of public and private sector organisations that were incentivised
to cut costs by working together to rebuild publicly owned infrastructure. The payment model incentives adopted a pooled
system of profits, where the difference between target cost and actual cost was added to a shared pot to be divided by the
contractors based on their work share.6
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Facing globally and seizing catalysts after economic crisis –
Barcelona, Spain
Barcelona has always been a centre of Mediterranean trade. But by the late 1970s, the city was beset by unemployment, a
decaying physical environment, and cultural decline: between 1970 and 1985, it lost 42% of its industrial jobs and 69% of its
construction jobs.7

Communication of global orientation and ambition to build confidence
In the early 1980s, upon Barcelona’s return to democracy but at the peak of the economic crisis, the city and surrounding
municipalities formed a powerful Metropolitan General Plan to pursue a more attractive urban development model. Under
the pragmatic and inclusive leadership of Pasqual Maragall, the mayor from 1982 to 1997, the city council’s administrative
structure was reformed to deliberately communicate its global orientation and ambition, distinctive Catalan culture and style
and cosmopolitan openness.8
Maragall built a positive new vision for the city, fostered productive relationships with trade unions, civil society and
businesses, who became more collectively invested in high-quality urban and waterfront design. In the post-crisis window, he
and other leaders successfully convinced the influential decision-makers, designers and developers to endorse the role that
art, architecture, design, and sport could play in capturing the imaginations of local and international audiences. 9

The catalyst for re-invention and partnership
The award of the Olympics in 1986, in the same year as Spain’s accession to the EU, proved to be a defining moment in
Barcelona’s transformation.
Not only did it trigger a historic cycle of investment in the
built environment, telecommunications systems and airport
connectivity, but it also strengthened the region’s self-confidence.
A special urban development apparatus was established to carry
out related urban improvement works. This allowed Barcelona to
eliminate the rail line that separated the city from the sea, helping
to activate new urban areas close to the waterfront. Improvements
to the city’s road and sewerage infrastructure, together with new
public spaces, proved critical in generating incentives for private
investment, especially in the tourism sector.11
Overall, the Olympics not only helped to enable a collaborative
ethos to be forged between the public and private sectors, but
also encouraged business to become a much more active investor
and leader in the region, spearheading new kinds of placemaking.
The establishment of both Barcelona Activa, a cutting-edge
development agency, and Barcelona Global, a business leadership
group dedicated to attracting international talent to the city,
reflected the city’s new proactive mindset. Barcelona became an
Figure 2: Barcelona’s Olympic Stadium and
surroundings, before and after the Olympic Games

established and more diversified destination for media and the
arts, education and tourism, and began its shift into innovation
and entrepreneurship into the 1990s and beyond.12

Source: Barcelona City Hall 10
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Mobilising business to lead after crisis — Hong Kong and SARS
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, Hong Kong’s economy faced the triple burden of political uncertainty relating to
constitutional changes, the Asian financial crisis, and the SARS outbreak. A purposeful response from the business
community as well as from government helped the city to bounce back quickly.
In April 2003, the city welcomed fewer than 500,000 visitors, a 65% drop on the same period the previous year, and in May,
hotel occupancy rates stood at 15%, down from 82%.13 Government forecasts assessed the overall economic impact at $2bn
per month.14
Hong Kong responded quickly and purposefully, aligning government efforts with those of business leaders, who stepped up
to marshal the recovery effort by:
1.

Spearheading a three-phase recovery plan designed to instil investor and visitor confidence

2.

Stepping up connectivity improvements to become a gateway to larger regional markets

3.

Accelerating diversification from finance to culture, through campaigns and development

3-phase recovery plan to re-instil confidence
Almost immediately after the outbreak, the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce launched a 3-phase plan to support
“Business After SARS”, with 5-week, 5-month and 5-year time horizons:15
•

5 weeks (re-invigorate): reinforce Hong Kong’s capacity to bounce back from the crisis through consensus and
confidence building

•

5 months (re-launch): communicate hygiene and safety, target business travellers and high-end customers,
highlight regional assets

•

5 years (re-build): lay groundwork for sustained, longer term effort to improve quality of life and confront
structural issues with a view to strengthening future resilience

Connectivity improvements to grow gateway status
Together, the Hong Kong government and business leadership sponsored a new cycle of development and vigorously
asserted the city’s credentials as an interface with China. The Chamber of Commerce launched a campaign following the
financial crisis to enter into a free-trade agreement with Mainland China, signed in 2003.16 Meanwhile the government
launched the Individual Visit Scheme, allowing travellers from mainland China to visit Hong Kong and Macau on an individual
basis as opposed to on business visas or on group tours, for the first time.17 The scheme began a 15-year surge in the number
of mainland visitors and a big rise in B2B relationships.

Diversification from finance to culture and soft power, through campaigns and outreach
Business-sponsored campaigns and outreach were also a significant part of the recovery effort. The “Asia’s World City” brand
that was created endured for well over a decade. The Hong Kong Tourism Board kickstarted a 9-month marketing response,
including a “Hong Kong Welcomes You” package of travel incentives and shopping discounts, and TV and advertising
campaigns featuring well-known celebrities and ambassadors.18 West Kowloon Cultural District was also begun as a way to
develop a more rounded offer and reputation.

Disaster recovery and economic transition
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2. COVID-19 responses
Emerging lessons for Greater Victoria:
COVID-19’s public health crisis and focus on long-term resilience is seeing gains start to accrue to city-regions
that proactively capture the opportunities to build their international reputation for safety, proficiency, climate
change adaptation, environmental stewardship, and the green economy.
Digital tools and platforms are becoming more important to unlock civic innovation and better-informed
decision making, as well as to enhance collaboration and information-sharing between the public, private and
civic sectors.
Multi-level government co-operation is likely to become a more decisive element of the next cycle. The
inclusion of scientists, private businesses, religious leaders and other community leaders in decision making
processes, can help to enhance trust as well as decrease financial risk.

Forward thinking — Amsterdam’s response to COVID-19
Amsterdam has quickly established itself as a leader in how to safely reopen different economic sectors. But what has really
set the city apart is its appetite to use the public health crisis as an opportunity to push for innovation and longer-term
changes to address underlying local issues.

An Inclusive Local Government Response
City and metropolitan officials have made sure to include city residents in the recovery process, connecting them to public
services and each other through curated online platforms. For the short term the city created its own emergency fund of
50m euros ($77m CAD) to provide access to internet and provide relief for certain affected businesses – especially arts and
culture companies -(via waivers of advertisement taxes, terrace taxes, fees for markets etc.), as well as funding for individual
art projects.19 The city also quickly saw the value of creating interactive platforms for citizens to cooperate, promote local
initiatives, connect with each other, and of partnering with business and investment agencies to allow startups to continue
receiving seed funding.20

COVID-19 response
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Long-Term Outlook: Using Crises to Restructure and Innovate
Prior to COVID, the tourism industry was one of the main pillars of the city’s economy, bringing in more than €6 billion ($9.2
billion CAD) a year, although concerns of over-tourism and loss of character from low value tourism had grown. As soon
as tourism flows came to a halt, the Mayor and other officials, in collaboration with residents and businesses, took the
opportunity to strengthen industry regulation, for example through tightening licensing requirements and limiting the number
of available licenses for peer-to-peer vacation rentals, and enforcing a ban on stores catering solely to tourists.21

The pandemic has also spurred the city’s efforts to shift into the Circular Economy. Its 2025 Circular Strategy is moving from
aspiration to concrete initiatives in using circular principles to production and consumption in order to drive job creation in
high tech and innovation sectors. (See “Amsterdam City Donut” below).
The built environment is one of three pillars of the approach (along with food supply chains and consumer goods). Amsterdam
is using its role in spatial planning to influence precinct design, grant construction permits, commission public space, and
cooperate with business and developers. Amsterdam is also exploring adjusting land fees or levies. Specific changes include:
1.

Setting stringent circular criteria for new and existing buildings in key precincts: building with fewer materials,
building with reused and/or biobased materials, and adaptive and modular construction.

2.

A circular procurement policy for public space, public land and buildings, schools, land allocation tenders, and
renovation of private and social housing, that challenges the market to innovate.

3.

More financial instruments and incentives to use recycled and reusable materials, and adoption of a whole life
cycle approach to assets.22

Figure 3: Amsterdam’s new circular economy “doughnut” strategy, adopted during COVID-19
Source: Inhabitat. 23
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Rapid response and positioning as a demonstrator —
Busan and COVID-19
Busan, South Korea’s second city, not only managed to implement a two-track emergency response system to implement
quarantine and curb economic impact.24 It also embarked on a new level of collaboration between government leaders,
scientists, financial actors and the wider region to form a bold and urgent response to wider economic agendas.

First Track: Collaboration and Consensus Building at all governance levels
At the local and regional level, Busan created several teams to enact its “Test, trace and Isolate” protocol under one
umbrella: the Busan Disaster and Safety Countermeasures Headquarters. To help streamline local and regional efforts,
several Busan·Ulsan·Gyeongnam Joint Video Conferences were held, allowing the different local agencies to quickly establish
a joint response system at the metropolitan level, including through embedding COVID-19 information sharing early on in the
response.25

Second Track: Mitigating the downsides through clear financial planning, local incentives and
certification schemes
The city of Busan also quickly created an Emergency Economic Recovery Response Headquarters to facilitate
collaboration between the public and private sectors and enhance public trust. To boost the economy and minimise the
threat to local companies, Busan also:
•

Protected SMEs by signing a joint agreement with BNK Busan Bank to extend loan maturity dates, applying special interest
rates and providing an emergency fund to local business owners of 100 billion KRW irrespective of credit ratings.26

•

Created its own local currency, only usable in the city, to enhance local spending. The Local currency, available by
preloading a card of mobile app with national currency, the local currency provides a 6% cashback reward upon payment,
designed to spur local demand and spending.27

•

Launched the Busan Clean Zone Business certification scheme to reaffirm confidence among investors and visitors,
revitalise small and micro businesses in neighborhoods, and ensure that companies could continue trading.28
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Third Track: Using COVID-19 to prioritise other public policy and change agendas
To continue economic growth and create a path towards the future, Busan metropolitan government is now strengthening
partnerships with business to upgrade city systems and industry competitiveness. In particular it is prioritising investment
in clean energy29, efforts to enhance the port and foster competition and innovation within the tourism industry,30 and pivot to
creating innovation hubs for SMEs. 31 It has expanded its work with Amazon Web Services to pioneer real-world public sector
technology reforms around traffic, health, well-being, logistics, and the environment, including internship programmes for
local students to applying cloud technology to public sector challenges.32 Expansion of free trade zone arrangements around
the Port aims to position Busan as a major player in maritime logistics and innovation.33

Figure 4: A restaurant in Busan displays a “Busan Clean Zone” certificate to reaffirm confidence among consumers
Source: Wikimedia 34
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3. High-value economic transition
Emerging lessons for Greater Victoria:
A high value economy for most small city regions who have achieved it has been a gradual outcome of longterm integrative goals: niche specialisation, a conducive business and enterprise climate, highly collaborative
and well-incentivised knowledge institutions, and continuous infrastructure investment.
Upgrades to art and culture can be an important catalyst for transforming the profile of a region and triggering
the rise of creative industries that directly and indirectly support cutting edge businesses, and drive a regional
reputation as a place in which to invest, innovate and conduct business.
A high value economy spanning a variety of sectors is not only a driver of productivity in the medium term
for smaller coastal regions: it is also proving essential in the longer term for them to bounce back from global
economic shocks, re-calibrate their specialisms to new global demand, and ensure they do not get left behind
or systematically lose residents to more dynamic locations.

International evidence from OECD, World Bank, the What Works Centre, and LSE point to a number of core approaches that
can support smaller regions in the vicinity of larger hubs to grow their productivity:
1.

Increase transport connectivity with regional locations, especially larger urban economies

2.

Enhance business climate advantages such as digital connectivity, enterprise culture, and customised skills
pools.

3.

Develop complementarity with larger urban economies (Vancouver, Seattle) via sectors, supply chains,
differentiation.

4.

Develop clustered specialisations that play to strengths and foster enterprise.

5.

Sustained effort to understand the needs of preferred customers and meet them.

6.

Optimise the role of Knowledge Anchors and Networks and other large institutions in the region.

7.

Focus on competition outside the mega-region and work as a regional team (ie Cascadia) to attract talent,
investment.

Elements of these approaches are visible in Miami and Aarhus.

High value economic transition
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A common goal to diversify from ‘sun and fun’ —
Miami, USA
Over the last 15 years, Miami’s shift to a higher value economy has rested on a deliberate pivot to culture, facilitated by
forward-thinking public, private and partnership investments in cultural infrastructure and events, creative spaces and arts
initiatives across the city.35
During the 1980s, Miami experienced large-scale creative brain drain. Business leaders from the Miami region came together,
motivated by the risk of losing competitiveness due to the city’s relatively peripheral location, comparatively undiversified
economy, and negative brand image. In the mid-1990s, Mayor Penelas appointed a prominent business leader Jay Malina
to spearhead the coordinated response of the region’s businesses. Under One Community One Goal, 42 public and private
partners came together to jointly pursue a long-term citizen owned agenda around diversification, trade, cosmopolitanism
and entrepreneurship.36
This commitment has left a substantial and positive legacy on Miami’s economic competitiveness. It enabled the region’s:
•

Diversification into 7 high value sectors

•

Pursuit of Latin American HQs of global firms (eg. HBO, Fedex)

•

Investment in culture and Art Basel in a new kind of visitation and philanthropy

•

Substantially improved air connectivity

•

Improvements in economic development agency

•

Downtown zones transformed into contemporary mixed income districts, home to incubators and start-ups

•

Shift from “sun and fun” reputation towards one of design, culture, trade and innovation

•

Longer-term retention of career age talent 37

Since 2000, Miami has had great success establishing itself as a hub of contemporary art, fashion and architecture,
encouraging creative talent to return to the city, and more importantly, providing them with a reason to stay. The role of largescale catalytic events, prizes and incentives has been important in attracting artists to visit, showcase their work, and stay
in Miami, alongside the role of the cultural infrastructure and arts spaces in providing focal points. The arrival of Art Basel
in 2006 provided both an organising brand for cultural investment, and a means to recruit public and private investors to
support art-based investment at different scales.38

High value economic transition
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Leading the Transition
Miami’s cultural improvements and economic diversification have been underpinned by an entrepreneurial and visionary
group of developers, as well as enhanced financial and district management tools.39 Neighbourhood management bodies
run and financed by the private and public sector have been key to Miami’s creative use of public space and diversification
of locations. There is also a strong culture of Regional Planning spanning the three main cities in Southern Florida, which has
overseen investment in infrastructure, public space, pedestrianisation, public safety and security.

Intersection between Culture, Business and Trade in Miami Today
Culture has worked hand in hand with efforts to develop Miami’s reputation for trade, business and higher education.
Today, there is a strong link between Miami’s cultural revival and its resurgent reputation as a city region to conduct
business, innovate, and raise families. As Miami develops its role as a hub city for Latin America and the Caribbean, culture
underpins its claim to host other high order functions. The Miami Customs District is one of the top 10 in the U.S., and with
world-class facilities like Miami International Airport and PortMiami, Miami-Dade County has become a global centre for
international trade.40 Both imports and exports have risen in recent years, and total trade in the Miami Customs District
exceeded c.CAD$160 billion in 2018. 41

Figure 5: The 7 tenets of Miami’s “One Community, One Goal” initiative
Source: Miami Beacon Council 42

The new diversity of Miami’s economy has helped the city to absorb some of the negative impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic. Like all major global cities, Miami is experiencing a downturn. But despite the cancellation of key events like Art
Basel and the satellite festivals it has spawned, other areas of Miami’s very diverse and inclusive business sector have been
able to adapt quickly and positioned strongly in areas of digital healthcare and resilience management.
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Institutions driving internationalisation — Aarhus, Denmark
Aarhus is Denmark’s second city after Copenhagen and, as well as being the principal port of the country, is also the largest
centre for trade, serves and industry in the central Jutland Region. It is the fastest growing city in the country, thanks to a
successful economic transformation over the past decade, which has resulted in the attraction of 15,000 new residents and
the creation of over 20,000 new jobs in the knowledge, service, and innovation industries.43 Aarhus’ successful transition has
mainly been due to strategically targeted, publicly supported investments, long-term city government support of a pro-business, pro-education culture, and a shift from local anchor institutions to support specific cluster niches.

Long-term city support of a pro-business, pro-education culture
Over the course of 20 years, the City of Aarhus, collaborating with the business community via the Board of Business, has
developed and realised multiple plans to create a city based on culture, business and education, all managed through
a yearly implementation plan. The plan provides a clear framework for future business development and lays out policies
characterised by an unusually high level of willingness to act on sound ideas, even if long-term solutions are not yet fully
visible. The greater Aarhus area is also organised into Business Region Aarhus in order to coordinate synergies between the
City of Aarhus and the surrounding 11 municipalities, in laying the foundations for future business growth.

Figure 6: Cross-cutting of clusters with growth drivers in Aarhus
Source: City of Aarhus 44
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Leadership of the University towards economic diversification and high value clusters
More than 10 years of high cooperation and coordination between the city government, businesses, organisations and
knowledge institutions have helped to spur the creation of sizeable economic clusters in industries with high growth
potential. Financed predominantly through public private partnerships, and led in part by Aarhus University, these clusters
have helped to put Aarhus on the map as an innovation city, and have also driven wider spillover productivity effects
throughout the economy.
Aarhus University is a key partner in most of the economic initiatives in the City and its surroundings, and acts not only
as a financial partner, but also as a funnel for talent in the different industries, and curator of the clusters themselves.
Examples include:
•

INCUBA Science Park, an IT and biomedical cluster. Partly owned by Aarhus University, and partly owned by the
private sector, the Park has been successfully fostering closer relationships between public institutions and start-ups.45

•

Aarhus Development Park, home to several specific industry-related parks including Navitas Park which shares with
the Aarhus School of Marine and Technical Engineering and AU Engineering.46

•

Agro Food Park in nearby Skejby, which facilitates cooperation between companies and public institutions working
within food science and agriculture, led in part by Aarhus University.47

•

An “Innovation Institute”, which assists in the translation of ideas into viable business propositions and continues to
partner with Aarhus University to increase throughput of entrepreneurial talent from the region.48

City government has geared its economic strategy strongly around clusters, with each of the 7 clusters tightly linked
to current and future infrastructure. One example of this is the upcoming “axis of knowledge” light-rail infrastructure
initiative, which will involve the creation of a new light-rail system to connect clusters along the city’s central axis and ensure
collaboration and cross-pollination.49

Clear internationalisation strategy and focus on attracting corporate HQs to the city centre
Aarhus’ shift to a higher value economy has also meant much more purposeful attraction of international talent to the
region. As well as restructuring the proposition for businesses, the city launched the Business Aarhus pilot project, a one-stop
service centre for international businesses and employees. In 2009, Aarhus City council adopted a new international strategy
designed to help grow and attract international talent and investment. The strategy is supported by an Internationalisation
Committee with representatives from the public and private sectors and a toolbox and campaign strategy designed
specifically for companies seeking international talent.50
Finally, successful economic transition has been accelerated by a focus on city-centre reinvestment and the attraction of
large corporate HQ functions. Aarhus has worked hard to ensure that changes in priority land use for the city centre have
gone hand in hand with public realm improvements and private sector investment in order to create a city centre that is more
attractive for HQs of large global companies.

High value economic transition
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4. Ecosystem development
Emerging lessons for Greater Victoria:
Nurturing a handful of large innovation companies is important for smaller regions to build the scale of jobs
and cutting edge experience, and to draw talent from all over the world to the region.
Recognise the strong innovation context in the Cascadia region, look to be part of it, and leverage it. Smaller
places in much larger regions focus on connections, complementarities, and collaboration in order to help
more of their firms survive, scale and overcome the so-called ‘valley of death’.
Balance the focus on specific locations with clear attention to regionwide ecosystem development, which relies
on fundamentals of business demand, liveability, talent attraction, spin-outs, spin-offs, spin-ins, corporate
ventures, real estate and tenant services, and high levels of trust, openness and networking among key players.
Developing and communicating Greater Victoria’s success with other innovation agendas, and building the
region’s innovation brand and reputation, will be an important priority.

What is the innovation economy and why does it matter?
Innovation is more than a single ‘tech sector’ or a ‘start up scene’ — it describes how whole portions of an economy embrace
technologies and change. The ‘innovation economy’ describes how established industries experience new pressures and
opportunities as a generation of technologies come to the fore. It has always been with us, but this time it’s at a bigger scale and
spread across more industries. There are an estimated 100 million innovation economy employees worldwide.
Cities and regions are realising that the activities and the interaction among these sectors and firms also trigger larger chains
of multiplier effects for the rest of their economy. Jobs in the innovation economy more than double the demand for local
professional and non-professional services compared to those in traditional economies.
The Innovation Economy is not space blind. Most industries’ innovation models depend on proximity between firms and
institutions, while the innovation economy talent pool benefits from larger urban markets and increasingly prefers urban
environments and lifestyles.
For regions like Greater Victoria, the innovation economy matters because:
•

It can provide a source of jobs that are comparatively well-paid and better able to withstand global cost pressures, helping
to enhance resilience to global economic shifts and shocks and improve productivity

•

Interactions among the sectors and firms that constitute the innovation economy trigger larger chains of multiplier
effects for a whole region, not just urban cores. Supply chains for the innovation economy are deep and diverse, and the
innovation economy efficiently re-uses and restructures land uses and the built environment.

•

Innovation economy activities are well positioned to drive exports of high value goods and services, helping to improve
resilience, reach and influence internationally.
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Targeted ecosystem development — Helsinki-Espoo, Finland
The Helsinki-Espoo region consists of one larger and one smaller city, and is one of the most innovative in Europe. The two
cities, which are located less than 20km apart, are home to a vibrant mix of academic institutions, local research institutes,
headquarters of tech and telecoms companies, and several specifically designated innovation hubs, which serve as platforms
for collaborative innovation.51
Helsinki-Espoo illustrates the importance of enshrining whole-region collaboration within an economic strategy with explicit
targets and action points, and responsibilities for regional development organisations, educational institutions and citizens. The
recent West Metro Growth Corridor infrastructure project, designed to link Espoo’s Innovation Garden to Downtown Helsinki,
reflects a regional shift towards a whole ecosystem approach.52

New models of education as innovation drivers – Aalto University
In Helsinki and Espoo, post-secondary education courses have been designed around the concept of challenge-driven
education in order to drive entrepreneurial thinking and actions. Across the region, 75% of Master’s programmes are now
developed in collaboration with companies.53 For example, Aalto University’s Product Development Project (PDP) adopts a
problem-based learning approach designed to help local companies overcome issues.54 The Aalto Design Factory provides
a physical space to host courses and is used by 1500 students each year to develop prototypes to test new innovations in
support of local company goals. The university specifically prioritises facilitating businesses’ access to research with high
innovation potential over more traditional methods of IP-related technology transfer.

Interconnected networks and collaboration – Espoo Innovation Garden
Helsinki-Espoo shows how innovation ecosystems function best when there is a high degree of collaboration, trust and
openness throughout the industry mix which can be concentrated in key locations. The Espoo Innovation Garden has
emerged as a new locus for collaborative innovation activity by providing an interconnected network of smart infrastructures
and a space for citizens to come together with companies and universities to improve the area’s quality of life.55 There is no
formal, top-down governance model, which has led to much wider participation among local residents, R&D units, research
institutions, corporate organisations and societies. The Mayor’s Office serve as the primary matchmaker, advisor and facilitator,
and benefits from the open platforms and processes that the Garden provides.56

Figure 7: Espoo West Metro Growth Corridor
Source: Helsinki-Finland, MIPIM 2019. 57
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Reorganising for innovation – how Malmö put itself on the
innovation map
A prosperous industrial city until the 1970s, Malmö made great strides in the mid-1990s to update its identity and reinvent
itself as a leader in the green and knowledge economy. It developed a new development strategy, catalysed by the
relocation of Malmö University, and transformed former industrial areas in the western parts of the harbour to pioneers of
environmentally sustainable buildings.58 Malmö is now the 2nd largest cluster of start-ups in Sweden, after Stockholm, and
the region boasts one of the most dynamic start-up ecosystems among small city regions globally.

The role of local anchors in re-inventing and cross-fertilising new industries and clusters
Malmö cultivated sizeable clusters in sectors ranging from gaming, media and IT to life sciences and pharmacology.
Over the past two decades, the region hosted the growth of world-leading companies such as video game studio Massive
Entertainment, whose success has in turn helped to scale up small and medium-sized companies within a strong culture of
sharing between big and small teams. In the last few years, some of the largest players in the digital games industry have set
up or invested in Greater Malmo: King, Supercell, Avalanche, Massive and Ubisoft, among others.59 Massive helped to pull in
many other game developers, who have found their own studios in the region or joined other emerging Malmo companies.
The reinvention of other industries in Malmo has been the product of deliberate joint ventures into new technology
organized between public bodies, Research Institutes, domestic companies and local municipalities. Such a model for
example led to the creation of the world’s first automated textile recycling facility.60
An important factor for some of Malmo’s clusters is that specific organisations have become the go-to one-stop-shop for
public officials, politicians, overseas businesses, and leaders from other industries, co-ordinating meet-ups and knowledgesharing sessions.

“Maybe it’s the smaller city, or southern feel. Either way, Malmö is perhaps where
Stockholm was around 10 years ago, showcasing its flexible innovation to the rest of
the continent, and indeed the world.”
Vedrana Tabor, CEO, Boost Thyroid healthtech.
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Regional integration to facilitate knowledge transfers and boost the ecosystem
Malmö’s global innovation proposition has been strengthened by better physical and brand integration with Copenhagen,
the Nordics’ largest labour market. The Öresund bridge and rail line that now connects the two cities, and the efforts to
coordinate and pool knowledge and life science assets that ensued, has raised two-way flows and communication and in
effect created a more dynamic single 4 million person market. While Copenhagen inherits from Malmö a whole set of assets,
opportunities and capabilities that would not otherwise be in the region, Malmö acquires from Copenhagen access not only
to the scale that enables its leading industries and edges to amass greater depth, but also to much larger housing and labour
markets and to a more advanced infrastructure and connectivity platform.
Enhanced connectivity also brings with it access to a 100 million person+ mega-region market. Malmö is set to be a key
node in the Scandinavian-Mediterranean project – a future transport and innovation corridor running from the South of Italy
to Stockholm and Oslo. This project is reducing transport times and integrating Malmö’s innovation ecosystem with the rest of
Europe and effectively expanding local companies’ labour and consumer catchment.

Medicon Valley Alliance: a cross-border life sciences hub to promote global visibility
In recent years, stronger partnership with its larger neighbour Copenhagen has also allowed Malmö to be part of a whole
region proposition called Medicon Valley. This area is home to over 350 leading Biotech, Medtech and Pharma companies61
and through the Medicon Valley Alliance (MVA), the two regions have combined their life science clusters to increase
visibility and promote external links to other top-class life science hubs. As a result Malmö has managed to attract major
companies to the region and to more closely play to the strengths of its existing innovation institutions, including expertise in
bioengineering and biological surfaces at Malmö University.62

Figure 8: Map of Medicon Valley in relation to the rest of Europe and number
of life science employees in selected municipalities signed up to the alliance
Source: Adapted from BioPharma Reporter and Nordic Life Science Insight 63
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5. Innovation districts
Emerging lessons for Greater Victoria:
Authentic character and identity tied to the history of the area is critical to a centrally located innovation
district. Thriving districts have a ‘whole place’ perspective with innovation space pre-requisites matched with
placemaking and rigorous community curation.
Lean and proactive district leadership, even with limited resources or capacity, can play an essential role in
curating the mix and ensuring that as demand rises the project continues to align with the innovation mission.
Private sector engagement, partnership and leadership is important as innovation districts evolve. Public policy
typically shifts towards facilitation and fostering connections, rather than designation or up-front investment.
Use Greater Victoria’s urban infrastructure, land and water as a platform for experimentation. The variety of
uses and infrastructures can be used as a basis for experimentation in new urban and ocean solutions. By
inviting and permitting creative experiments, and encouraging ideas to co-locate with production, the city can
observe which activities blossom and build a strategy around them.
Alongside the current Innovation District proposition, ensure there is flexibility and market choice that
investors and growing firms might want, promoting multiple locations. Inspiring projects succeed when they
complement other districts and are flexible to market preferences and choices. Ultimately multiple distinctive
locations will emerge.
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A co-operation platform that supports innovation locations —
Eindhoven, Netherlands
Eindhoven, the Netherlands’ 5th city, is now globally recognised as a world-leading Lighting Technology ecosystem and
despite its small size has cemented its position as one of the main cornerstones of the Dutch economy. This is mainly due to
the successful diversification of its economy and pivot towards innovation.64 In the 1980s, the city lost most of its jobs, as the
two main employers, Phillips and DAF had to downsize. Eindhoven had to strategically diversify by intensifying relationships
between tech-driven companies, research institutes, universities and local government.65

The Brainport Model: all players have clear roles and responsibilities
The initial strategic model was based on creating a development company to drive “triple helix” relationships between
large firms, SMEs, the university and government. Its board is made up of local government officials, presidents of knowledge
institutions, and business representatives of the four main business anchors.66 The local government acts as a facilitator,
providing financing and fostering collaboration. Education and research provide the strategic focus and knowledge to develop
new ideas, and businesses provide funding and cooperation.67

Five specialised campuses to promote cross pollination
To create economic value and facilitate business development, the city prioritised the creation of five clustered campuses,
each with a specific area of expertise and closely linked to the others by communication networks that facilitate trust
and collaboration. The five campuses focus on different niche sectors, each with their own anchor companies, that foster
competition to promote innovation within the start-up ecosystem surrounding them.68
As Brainport has evolved, it has taken seriously the need to continually reinvent itself by engaging with the wider
community. The Brainport Development Board uses scenario planning exercises developed with experts and representatives
from the ecosystem, ensuring constant adaptation and maintaining competitiveness with international innovation hubs.

Figure 9: Map of the main campuses of Brainport Eindhoven
Source: ITS in Europe.69
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Innovation community curation — Auckland, New Zealand
Auckland is an example of a city that has had great ambition to create an innovation district in its centre, but only limited
capacity to support and finance one. As a result, the city government decided to focus first on creating the necessary
conditions to catalyse the innovation ecosystem. The location, at the core of a regeneration project in the CBD and close to
the main transport hub, offered many advantages to be a flagship of the region’s ecosystem while boosting the urban vibrancy
of the redeveloped Wynyard Quarter.

A ‘whole place’ perspective tries to optimise all spaces within the district
A multi-agency approach, arising from Auckland’s unique and complex fragmented governance, helped to create the path
for a ‘whole place’ perspective. The city council body responsible for purchasing, managing and selling property, Panuku
Development, drove the physical regeneration of the waterfront, while a development agency, Wynyard Quarter, was also
formed to deliver a place-based approach. ATEED, Auckland’s economic development agency, was also involved in the
regeneration, although it did not own any physical assets. This limitation encouraged them to think innovatively: in 2014,
ATEED developed a prototype to test demand in the area, which then led them to work with Panuku Development on the
design of 3 buildings that would provide a range of spaces to support business growth pathways by enabling firms to grow
and move between sites, and access a range of services such as events spaces and training rooms. ATEED then adopted a
more permanent “Campus Strategy”, focused on delivering the space for co-location of early stage businesses while building
on the growing vibrancy of the wider Wynyard Quarter to create a ‘whole place’ experience.70

Pre-emptive curation of the ecosystem is needed to seed innovation
Aware that tensions could arise between commercial and innovative goals in this prime real estate location, the economic
development agency prioritised protecting and curating the innovation ecosystem. Although they had the option to develop
24,000 sqm, ATEED decided to develop only half of it as the precinct’s aim was to create a hub for people wanting to spend
time there, rather than to accommodate the maximum number of innovative firms. Moreover, the growing interest from
active corporate tenants and multinationals self-identifying as part of the innovation district resulted in the boundaries of the
district expanding beyond the 6 initial blocks. As a result, ATEED’s focus shifted from physical development to the provision of
community services such as events to activate this space and ensure that businesses moving on would stay connected to the
community and help it grow. They also launched a Public Innovation Lab with the aim of spurring collaboration between the
public and private sectors.71
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Figure 10: Map of GridAKL within Auckland’s Wynyard Quarter
Source: https://gridakl.com/how-to-get-here/

Partnerships as a tool for shared commitment to an innovation district character
To overcome challenges of fragmented governance and ownership of assets, the economic development agency, together
with the innovation campus, prioritised forming partnerships as a way to influence developers’ tenant strategies. For
the next cycle of development, ATEED and the innovation campus (GridAKL) are focusing on building more partnerships,
especially with overseas markets and innovation hubs that can support a transfer of skills, benefits and market opportunities.
Other key priorities include finding an anchor institution and increasing public and 3rd party investments.
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6. Anchor institutions
Emerging lessons for Greater Victoria:
When operating at their maximum on behalf of a smaller city region, anchor institutions boost private investor
confidence, build bridges between knowledge and entrepreneurship, and allow regions to build new economic
edges, and stimulate a more rational and intelligent use of regional infrastructure. The roles they play allow a
smaller region to retain its pull versus larger regions.
Anchors in small city regions are often the heart of efforts to move beyond short-term opportunities and
political partisanship, and make the case for additional infrastructure at the right time. They are a source
of leadership, expertise and long-term thinking on everything from the visitor economy to housing, growth
management, social participation and environmental improvement.
In times of crisis, anchors play important roles in helping a region look ahead and at the same time connect with
the past, re-build self-confidence, deliver on a social mission, and achieve national and international visibility.
Anchors like universities, stadia or teaching hospitals are often unique in possessing the scale to help build
critical mass in key locations. But not all anchors (or parts of anchors) are equally effective at triggering a
process of urban revitalisation. Decisions about which anchors to re-locate or re-invest in, and how, requires
careful planning and sequencing. This includes selecting the right institutions or that benefit from proximity,
networking and learning from cutting edge partners – rather than those which are more self-contained or
mainly deliver services. It also means choosing locations where there is the right quality of place and access to
space for future cycles of growth.

Appetite for partnership to drive local innovation — Boulder, USA
Located 40km from the booming business hub of Denver, Boulder is a proud and compact city whose thriving tech ecosystem
is underpinned by decades of collaboration between Universities, Research Institutes and the local entrepreneurial community.

Partnership Between a National Research Institute and the University of Colorado
Research activity in STEM subjects at the University of Colorado Boulder has helped to develop high-tech, electronic and
aerospace industries in and around Boulder County.73 The area has also benefited from the presence of a federal research
facility, which arrived in the city in the 1950s and brought with it a critical mass of researchers. The Institute was attracted to
Boulder because of the presence of the University. In 2005, the two research institutions established a formal partnership to
jointly strengthen their innovation in STEM and fulfil their shared missions of using their expertise to address pressing social
challenges. Experts in both institutions combine their scientific, technical and engineering competencies in major research
collaborations and jointly promote the region’s innovation specialisms to the world.74
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The partnership is based in Boulder but actually fosters whole region collaboration because it incorporates multiple
Institute and University campuses in several cities. Shortly after both institutions entered into their formal partnership, they
began to share staff, facilities and equipment across these sites and campuses. This enabled the creation of an experimental
programme that invites researchers to take up joint roles at the Institute and the University.75 This rare opportunity in Boulder
is made possible by the close proximity of anchor institutions. In 15 years, it has attracted distinguished scientists and
engineers from across the USA and around the world.

Figure 11: University of Colorado, Boulder

Source: University of Colorado Boulder.76

University of Colorado’s Entrepreneurial Network
An important part of the National Institute and the University’s joint contribution has been training future generations of
scientists and engineers and building bridges between their academic research and the commercial opportunities of the
thriving local start-up scene. The University in particular has very strong links with local entrepreneurs, who are regularly invited
to mentor and lecture students on campus.77 In return, the University supports the local community of entrepreneurs and startups by providing grant funding and opportunities for entrepreneurs to engage with academic research collaborations.78
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Universities anchoring digital innovation downtown —
Newcastle, Australia
Newcastle is Australia’s 7th largest city. Located in the Hunter Region’s Pacific coast, 160km north of Sydney, the city served
as one of the nation’s hubs for mining, steel production and trade, but is pivoting to knowledge industries in order to secure
its economic future. In recent years, the University, colleges and local government have been working together to foster the
business conditions for the innovation economy to grow.

Collaboration between University, Business Community and Two Tiers of Government
In the Hunter Region, the development of innovation precincts and investment in smart city infrastructure has become
a shared priority. Newcastle City Council, University of Newcastle, Newcastle’s business improvement association and the
regional digital innovation taskforce have come together in a collaboration funded by the State Government, together with
capital from a regional Infrastructure and Investment Fund, the city council and the university. The five city councils that
compose Greater Newcastle and local governments in the wider Region are overcoming unsuccessful past attempts at
collaboration by finding common ground in their visions for the region’s future.79
The three core projects are:
•

A new Downtown Innovation Hub at Newcastle University: A purpose-built centre designed to incubate and
test ideas in the region and deliver those ideas to the rest of the world. In 2020, the project was fast-tracked as
a priority project by State Government to help re-stimulate the region’s economy as it emerges from COVID-19.
80
The innovation hub is part of the new Honeysuckle Campus, which has established the presence of University
in downtown Newcastle for the first time (the university’s main campus is located 12km from the city centre).
The Honesysuckle campus has been enabled by the City’s rezoning to allow mixed-use, open space and tourism
activities.81

•

A Digital Precinct: A transformational high-speed internet zone extending from the City Centre to the West End
where high tech, digital and creative industries will be able to collaborate with each other and the world in real time. It
is starting to evolve into a cluster of tech businesses and entrepreneurs who are attracted to the zone’s guarantee of
broadband with the highest levels of reliability and speed.82

•

Smart City Infrastructure: Connecting public services in the Hunter region on a cloud network to improve efficiency
and encourage innovators to produce locally relevant services and applications.83

The investments accelerated by the Partnership is already starting to raise the visibility of Newcastle University in Australia,
increase talent attraction from other larger cities, and inspire the creation of many locally tailored technologies and apps.84
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Open Local Government to drive innovation and co-creation
The project aims to use knowledge-enabling infrastructure to support new and existing entrepreneurs and tech businesses.
The role of the City Council is to enable and implement the digital infrastructure that will make smart city applications and
innovative business growth possible. One of the key projects under the initiative is the LoRaWAN Internet of Things platform: a
low power, low cost network of sensors which bridges the gap between cellular and Wi-fi devices. This network is underpinning
a range of initiatives aimed at raising Newcastle’s liveability, including the integration of public transport, improved signalling
to city council about when and where to collect waste, and a reduction in congestion by helping drivers to find parking spaces.
Businesses and community groups are also able to use the data collected by the Council for free.85

Figure 12: Newcastle University’s new downtown campus
Source: The University of Newcastle, Australia.86
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7. Inclusive pro-growth
economic development

				

Emerging lessons for Greater Victoria:
More successful city region engagement with chronically marginalised and excluded communities has recently
occurred through whole-of-life interventions, leverage of public procurement power, and through highly
localised on-the-ground interventions.
Strategic partnerships and coalitions for inclusive growth among local companies, organisations and
institutions are important because they create profile, iteration and improvement to agendas that are
necessarily experimental and need sustained appetite to discover what works.
Regionwide economic development organisations can be an important convener of ideas and programmes to
provide inclusive training and pathway initiatives at scale.

Integrated place-based commitment to inclusive growth —
Auckland, New Zealand
In recent years, Auckland has led New Zealand’s pioneering of more inclusive growth policymaking, designed to ensure the
benefits of growth extend to indigenous populations, known collectively as the Maori. In Auckland 11.5% of the population
is indigenous, and in addition to the adoption of equal opportunity approaches and including Maori in legislative decision
making,87 the local government has created several toolkits to support skills and inclusion, and enshrine Maori principles into
its long-term strategic planning efforts.

Empowering Maori populations in decision making processes
Auckland has taken several steps to embed Maori voices into the processes that shape long-term economic growth and
decision making. In 2010, the Auckland Council created an Independent Maori Statutory Board, with specific responsibilities
and powers within the Council, including voting rights to ensure inclusiveness in decision making at the highest level of local
government.88 Public plans ensure that Maori are consulted during decision making processes, that their native language and
principles are used, and that the plans carve out specific opportunities for the co-design of future growth (i.e. The 2019 City
Centre Masterplan, AT Economic growth).89
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Place-based inclusive growth through collaboration and co-designing innovation
Chronic disparities between indigenous and non-indigenous populations have seen Auckland City Council partner with
the community to support Maori identity and well-being.90 The most important programme is the Southern Initiative (TSI),
founded in 2012, which promotes place-based approaches to social and economic development:91
•

TSI adopts an integrated approach to community and economic development and promoting social innovation. Its
success is based on tracking the whole lifespan of a person, following a “Cradle to Career” approach that ranges from
strengthening early childhood education and family support, to adolescent skills training, high-quality job creation,
career progression, and the promotion of healthy lifestyles (home programmes, family programmes, etc.)24

•

An enlarged City Council has created a large customer. With a budget of over $3 billion NZD ($2.7 billion CAD), TSI
adopts social procurement approaches designed to create jobs and partners with the local government on procurement,
housing, and innovation (see Figure).92 Leveraging Auckland Council’s buying power since amalgamation in 2010 has
been a key part of the effort to provide more career pathways. Large City contracts now require social measures – such as
to take on a set number of local newly-trained workers, incentives to employ women in trades roles, and ensuring workers
have meaningful career paths.

•

A spatial and development lens to inclusive growth has been important. The Panuku Development Auckland
Organisation, the regional Public Development Authority, focus on Maori inclusion in planning for the future of the city’s
built environment (housing, skills development, heritage and natural environment, governance).94
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Figure 13: TSI initiatives following the ‘Cradle to Career’ spectrum
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So far the Southern Initiative’s accomplishments have included graduates from tech career accelerator programmes, schoolage makerspaces with nearly 400% social ROI, a system of mentors from top IT firms, hundreds of workshops for children and
young people, and Upsouth – a digital engagement tool that rewards young people for their ideas with micropayments that
has engaged more than 4,000 young people in South Auckland.27

Business proactively addressing disparities: Nashville, Tennessee
Known as one of America’s main creative cities, especially as a result of its thriving music scene, Nashville’s economic boom
of the early 2000s led to a rapid increase in city centre jobs and investment. The region’s economic success even saw
Nashville win part of the Amazon HQ2 bid.97 However, rapid growth also led to high housing demand within the city centre and
created an affordable housing crisis, pushing lower-income residents into suburban and other communities with a history of
underinvestment, leading to a rise of distressed neighborhoods in the suburbs.98
In recent years, Nashville has gone on a journey of learning how to encourage public and private teams to work together
to create higher wage jobs for residents who have struggled to access the benefits of growth.99 From 2017, Nashville was
one of three US cities to participate in an experimental programme to expand access to opportunity for more workers and
communities and encourage critical reflection on how economic development organisations can be a key institution in the
journey to inclusive growth.
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Nashville Chamber of Commerce: Promoting equity by including promoting inclusion and
business diversity
Nashville’s knowledge-based and creative economy has become one of its most important competitive advantages. But
jobs within the industry have typically required high levels of educational attainment, and have been dominated by larger
incumbents.100
The City Chamber of Commerce has stepped up to foster inclusive growth through ecosystem programmes such as:
•

Including SMEs in decision making processes and business attraction efforts, through separating its regional
governance structure into smaller Area Advisory Councils, enabling a more fine-grained geographic focus and enhanced
communication between business leaders.

•

Creating a process to expose leaders of small businesses to executives of larger firms, to widen diversity of leadership
circles and consider concerns of all stakeholders, in addition to creating mentoring and training experiences for all
business leaders.

•

Capacity-building initiatives, such as those designed to improve capacity for small business owners, and targeting
business recruitment and expansion efforts to disadvantaged areas to promote exchanges between residents and
promote workforce development.

•

Advocating for and implementing inclusionary zoning requirements for new developments, requiring workforce
housing for large developments while promoting the use of land close to transit as a way to deliver transit-oriented
development.101

Tech leadership and partnerships
The Nashville example also illustrates how business organisations can re-organise for inclusive growth. More recently,
a coalition of private companies in the technology space, known as the Greater Nashville Technology Council (NTC), has
established itself as a key player in the creation of the U.S.’s most ambitious collaborative and inclusive growth communities,
spanning 50,000 tech professionals.102 To ensure diversity, most of the education and job placement programmes provided by
the NTC target demographics usually left out of the tech space (i.e. women, veterans, minorities, etc.), with free training and
paid placements.103
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8. Fostering ocean, marine, and science 			
clusters
Emerging lessons for Greater Victoria:
Initial cluster strategies rely on committed partners focused on maximising long-term impact and seeking crosspollination with other disciplines or ideas. People, trust, proximity and long-term skills investment are essential.
Specific cluster strategies appear more likely succeed when attached to other reforms in city and regional
governments to upgrade investment promotion, business environment interface, and skills initiatives. Dedicated
arms-length agencies with strong channels to political decision-making are one popular approach to ensure the
efficiency, quality, and public accountability of a cluster strategy, and its alignment with wider goals.
Specific locations such as innovation district hubs can provide the essential testing capacity required for
researchers and SMEs to develop scalable maritime solutions. Co-location of firms is also important in industries
that have high up-front investment costs, in order so that for example marine start-ups can create prototypes
and test ideas affordably.
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Co-Location to accelerate marine innovation — Bergen, Norway
Bergen’s economy has long been centred on shipping. The region brings together large international ship-owners with an
ecosystem of legal firms, insurers, shipbrokers and technology providers and a mix of research institutions that provide
advanced skills and knowledge for its maritime industries. Together, these elements form a maritime cluster known as the
Hjort Centre.

Industry-education collaboration is key
Bergen’s success as a maritime centre is due partly to close collaboration between research and industry. For instance, the
local Shipping Association has an agreement until 2022 with the Norwegian School of Economics (NHH) in Bergen to provide
research funding for a professorship and to create a critical mass of research on the future of maritime innovation.
Research institutions also work closely with one another. For 12 years eight research institutes including the University and
local and national centres have been committed to sharing expertise, designed to fulfil the gap for interdisciplinary work to
discover cross-cutting solutions across climate science, marine technology, and the marine environment.104
Research institutions also work closely with one another. For 12 years eight research institutes including the University and
local and national centres have been committed to sharing expertise, designed to fulfil the gap for interdisciplinary work to
discover cross-cutting solutions across climate science, marine technology, and the marine environment.105

An innovation district to encourage knowledge exchange and improve SME mobility
In Bergen, the Marineholm Research Park, in consultation with national organisations such as the Ministry of Fisheries
and the University of Bergen, has been developing a new innovation district to facilitate contact between research
environments and marine industries. The Marineholmen urban redevelopment project aims to double the district’s floor
area for use by research and industry by building new, energy-efficient buildings which are specifically tailored for marine
research and innovation.106 The Research Park currently promotes innovation, entrepreneurship and knowledge exchange
across professional specialisms supporting approximately 1,000 full-time jobs in the marine research cluster and a shared
infrastructure that allows start-ups to create prototypes and test research without the need to host their own research facilities.

Co-location to improve efficiency and share investment costs
In order that key research institutions and governmental departments maintain access to the natural resources they need,
Bergen is prioritising a co-location approach. National government departments such as the Institute of Marine Research
and the Directorate of Fisheries are re-locating with the aquarium to a single site.107 Both of the government departments
are heavily reliant on vessels for their research, for instance to collect samples, and thus need deep-water quay access.
Relocation provides more efficient access to the essential resources that they both need for their work as well as the
necessary space to develop future research facilities. Co-location is reducing the expensive infrastructure costs since the
facilities built are used and financed by multiple different departments, institutes or SMEs – such as wet and dry laboratories,
water supply for fish experiments and water recirculation facilities.108
An important connector in Bergen is HATCH, a capable accelerator that has been assembling a cadre of entrepreneurs
building scalable startups in aquaculture nutrition, health, aqua tech, genetics and biotech. Quality services, access to an
industry-specific investor network, and strong funding capability, are all advantages as Bergen looks to grow its proposition as
one of the world’s most advanced marine clusters.
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Figure 14: Marineholmen, Bergen
Source: University of Bergen 109

Institutional adaptation to build clusters — Hamburg, Germany
Hamburg’s economic development has for many years been centred around its international maritime connections. The
city’s market share for container traffic among north-western European ports doubled between 1980 and 2005, resulting in
many spin-off innovations in the transport equipment, aerospace and petrochemical sectors.110 In response to the impacts
of global economic recessions, Hamburg’s main approach has been to harness its status as a fairly autonomous ‘city state’
within Germany’s federal system to develop its clusters and increase support for SMEs.111 In contrast to other cities, Hamburg’s
cluster agencies have direct access to city government ministries, the ability to provide customised support, and the means
to address skills gaps.

Cluster integration and tighter co-ordination
Recognising the opportunity to position itself as a green, business-friendly metropolis, re-embrace its waterfront and
update its port functions, in 2007 Hamburg formulated a new spatial vision.112 The strategy involved two main tasks:
expanding port facilities to accommodate larger Chinese ships and avoid market share loss to nearby ports such as Antwerp
and Rotterdam; and increasing the growth of the SME-based and green economies. ‘Vision Hamburg’ integrated public
marketing, tourism and business development bodies under one umbrella and consolidated the city’s two main clusters:
maritime and aviation.113

Promoting clusters through incentives and collaboration
The Hamburg Innovation Trust launched incentives such as the Programme to Promote Innovation (PROFI) to support
practical R&D projects in the mechanical engineering, maritime and logistics sectors.114 The bundling of multiple policy areas
within individual ministries helped to re-affirm the role of cluster agencies.115
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Figure 15: Schematic representation of Hamburg’s clusters
Source: Hamburg Logistics Initiative.116

In Hamburg, cluster agencies are managed by experienced networking professionals and founded by companies,
universities and government offices. Crucially, they also have the strategic capability to address skills issues and help
to provide each cluster with direct access to the relevant state ministry. This has in turn made the political process more
responsive and helped to achieve a high level of customisation and iteration in order to fulfil cluster needs.117
To prepare a new generation for jobs in logistics, maritime and renewable energy, the city has also prioritised collaboration
between business sectors and secondary schools, introducing school-age courses on shipping and cruise liners, and cluster
delegation trips to China, Korea and Japan, in order to bring more to send a delegation to Asia-Pacific markets that culminate
in supply chain solution companies based there declaring a willingness to use Hamburg as their European hub.118
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Activating urban land for more intentional clustering —
Antwerp’s Maritime Campus
In the past one of Europe’s largest petroleum clusters, the Blue Gate Antwerp site three kilometres from the city centre has in
recent years seen many companies move downstream to larger plots in the Port of Antwerp. The City of Antwerp, owner of the
land, decided to use the 113-ha site to fulfil its aspiration to provide a home for future industries and demonstrate commitment
to the SDGs.119 As part of a PPP, city government adopted the role of project manager with support from city and regional
investment agencies, the regional waterway management authority and a consortium of two private specialists, DEME and
Bopro, who led remediation, construction and real estate.

A flagship environment with clear ambitions and synergies between companies
The city government divided the site into 3 zones in order to define from the outset which business activities would be allowed
in each area and set aside space for SMEs as well as larger firms that chose not to move to the Port of Antwerp. An emphasis
was put on creating synergies between businesses and achieving sustainable development, for example to ensure that residual
flows and waste from one firm can become resources for another firm, and on retaining any remaining, pre-existing petroleum
firms. Using EU and Flemish funding, the city also established the Blue Chem incubator and accelerator for companies in
sustainable chemistry, in partnership with the Port of Antwerp as well as major industry players such as BNP Paribas Fortis,
Deloitte and the law firm Laga to provide a comprehensive range of support services to start-ups and scale-ups.120

Figure 16: Map of Blue Gate Antwerp
Source: Adapted from Blue Gate Antwerp121
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Phased development to spread costs and optimise delivery of amenities
Blue Gate is being developed in a sequence of phases to spread the cost of land remediation (€80 million per phase) and
sequence the selling and development of land parcels. The clean up of the first section of land — the R&D zone — using an
on-site purpose-built facility enabled partners to sell the first parcels of land to developers on the condition that they also
build mixed use commercial space. Alongside remediation and development, placemaking and employee experience have
become important priorities for Phase 2. The needs of the new workforce are informing the decisions about which amenities
to include in a new centre on site (e.g. laundry, childcare, fitness), while a place management organisation will maintain the
site’s open spaces, branding and event programming.122

Choosing the right partners for a maritime campus of the future
The city government sold a 5-ha site within Blue Gate to a local shipowner group, to form a 30,000 sqm maritime campus
designed to bring together maritime players, government, education and R&D in one location to find solutions to maritime
challenges.123 The shipowner group undertook extensive screening to select partners that would share its vision and bring
the right skills and means to the table. An innovative approach was to involve an interdisciplinary building team, made up of
urban planners, architects and engineers, very early in the process to co-create the vision of the site and make the most of
its water-bound character.124
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9. Collaborate to compete —
the Pacific NorthWest opportunity

			

Emerging lessons for Greater Victoria:
In a global economy that continues to urbanise even after COVID-19, there is a strong rationale for Greater
Victoria to expand its collaboration and joint positioning in the Cascadia region, even while investing in its own
strong identity. All three cities would benefit from greater mutual understanding of the networks of companies
and the flows within and between them. This would inform the kind of economic and R&D projects leaders in
the two cities could undertake and the segments in which the whole region could be promoted globally.
Cities that have learnt to ‘collaborate in order to compete’, have found that:
•

Starting small and building off pre-existing areas of soft collaboration, for example around business,
education, or culture, can provide an initial impetus for more effective and ambitious regional
collaboration and positioning. Any first initiatives need visible impacts for firms and citizens.

•

Stronger information flow and data sharing within the wider Cascadia region is important to help
identify the real complementarities and build a story about the cities’ combined scale and common
factors.

•

Collaboration across a mega-region relies on universities, businesses with a large footprint, investors,
and civic organisations with an enduring footprint, more than it does on high profile city leaders.

•

Later in the collaboration journey, there may be an opportunity to explore what barriers prevent
deeper integration, and opportunities for regulatory or business climate harmonisation, or catalytic
infrastructure and digital platforms.
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The ‘innovation district’ of a larger region — Malmö and
Greater Copenhagen
City leaders in Malmö, Sweden’s third city, have long observed the potential scale of opportunities deriving from deeper
integration with the nearby Copenhagen region. In the 1990s, the beginning of the construction of the Øresund bridge to
connect the two cities helped to kickstart an important programme of bi-regional collaboration that has ultimately helped to
build a larger functional region and had significant benefits for both sides of the strait. Since then, both cities have focused
on building complementary capabilities and niches, and enhancing agglomeration, often in the absence of national policy
support.125
Anticipating the new level of connectivity, the city of Malmö used its significant fiscal autonomy and control of public land
and housing stock to initiate a process of regeneration geared around sustainability and the knowledge economy. When the
Øresund bridge was due to arrive in 1999, the both sides had jointly launched the Øresund project, to effectively grow the size
and integration of the labour and housing market.

Creation of a new regional vehicle to act as a convener
On the Malmö side, the main impetus for participation came from the creation of a new regional entity, established as an
experiment to take on economic development responsibilities from central government. The main governance vehicle is the
Øresund Committee, which consists of regional and local authorities and plays an influential role in convening governments,
collecting data and lobbying national authorities to reduce barriers to integration. The Committee is financed by members
according to their population size, and supported by other organisations that provide data and advocacy support. The
Øresund Business Council and former Øresund University (see below) have also helped to influence the initiative.126

Figure 17: Map of Malmö-Copenhagen
Source: The Business of Cities
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Innovation as a driver of regional integration
Developing complementarities in the knowledge economy has been a key driver of joint work. The Committee adopted
a Regional Development Strategy early on in the process, around knowledge and innovation, and regional strategies have
sought to align economic development strategies around life sciences, food, IT, design and cleantech. The most advanced
programme to date has been the Medicon Valley Alliance, which combines the two regions’ life science clusters to increase
visibility and promote links with global life science centres.127 Another key initiative was the Øresund University, a consortium
of 14 universities which provide specialised services, supported firms to spin out, and helped to devise and develop crossborder projects, including cluster platforms and policies to develop them and share information.128

The importance of brand
As the initiative has developed, branding and outreach has also become a key activity in particular market niches. Soon
after the formation of the Committee, the participating authorities agreed to develop a branding exercise to encourage
citizens to affiliate with the larger two-city region, and project the region into the global market.129
Together, the benefits of better physical connectivity, and the advantages fostered by collaboration, have led to a number
of wider positive effects. These include increased market size and borrowed scale, productivity gains on both sides,
enhanced access to high value jobs, greater specialisation, and increased scope for land re-use and intensification around key
nodes. As a result, Malmö has also been able to position itself as having the best of both worlds: the scale, connectivity and
business advantages of its links to Copenhagen (e.g. access to talent, shared labour market and industry edges), but also the
advantages associated with compactness, efficiency and proximity that characterise smaller city regions.130

The journey to complementary specialisation —
Eindhoven, Utrecht and the ‘Holland Metropole’
Eindhoven and Utrecht are examples of smaller city regions that have entered into productive tactical relationships with the
larger cities surrounding them for mutual benefit. Through their participation in the Holland Metropole – an alliance between
the five major Dutch cities (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, Utrecht and Eindhoven), regional partners and major private
real estate companies – these two cities have recognised the requirement to build a common regional proposition in order to
more successfully compete in certain global markets. The Holland Metropole initiative is a story of cities working together to
recognise the common factors for investment, discover and strengthen shared complementarities, and position themselves
for investment as a single integrated region.

Common assets and complementary specialisations
Initially enabled by investment in rail and road infrastructure improvements that fostered improved connectivity between
the five cities, the Holland Metropole and its constituent cities have since been on a journey to discover their common assets
and complementary specialisations.131 Through joint international missions, research, and positioning for investment as one
single 8-million-person region (through for example joint presence at major gatherings such as MIPIM and Expo Real), the five
cities have learned both what it is that they have that the others do not, and what is common between them. The initiative has
highlighted the importance of Schiphol airport, the port of Rotterdam, and universities with footprints across the whole region –
for example in Leiden and Delft – not only as anchors, but also as allies in the regional projection and identity building effort.
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Figure 18: Map of the Holland Metropole, including major cities and corridors
Source: Holland Metropole131

The journey of discovery that Holland Metropole’s smaller cities have been on has also enabled them to more firmly enter the
radar of global audiences. The focus on regional positioning means that cities such as Eindhoven and Utrecht are now seen
not only as a top choice for cross-border real estate investment, but also as potential locations for corporate HQ functions and
innovation platforms.
The focus on 5-year work programmes and concentration on relatively low-key international events and showpieces has
helped to create the space for a longer term, strategic perspective and to develop a coherent voice as one region. The Holland
Metropole has, as a result, been able to successfully articulate the unique selling points of each region, and how each city’s
functions complement the others. For example, it has highlighted:
•

Amsterdam’s status as the region’s gateway city and gravitational centre for finance, creative industries and IT;

•

Utrecht’s young and very highly education population, which has helped to establish it as a top city for life sciences,
healthy living and gaming;

•

Rotterdam’s close relationship to the port and its pioneering strengths in advanced manufacturing and clean-tech;

•

The Hague’s status as the country’s political capital, its critical mass of international organisations and
cybersecurity strengths; and

•

Eindhoven’s highly mature ecosystem of advanced IT and material science 131
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The role of private partners
The Holland Metropole initiative demonstrates that effective and productive regional collaboration initiatives can be
mounted by large companies, city marketing and promotion leaders, gradually drawing in the local governments in the
region once the logic has been proven. HM has an unusually broad base of private partners, including pension funds and
institutional investors, architects and start-ups, and a wider network of pro-growth advocates coalitions from across the
region.134 All members share in the vision of building the data and communications to make the region more visible and well
analysed, and to designing shared branding collateral to help develop a single coherent identity for the region that does not
erode the very strong city brands.

Regional advocacy for infrastructure and housing
In recent years, the Holland Metropole has also started to think more carefully about how to build a more integrated
regional labour and housing market. Constituent cities are accelerating plans for shared commitments to housing
delivery, jointly agreeing priorities for the next cycle of regional infrastructure investment, and working together to build
comprehensive corridor strategies that allow the smaller cities to absorb spillovers from Amsterdam as the latter begins
to reach its effective capacity. Ambitions to build an all-encompassing ‘Randstad loop’ railway line, avoiding some of the
delays that occur due to intensive use of existing lines at the centre of the region, are also high up on the current agenda.
Future projects such as these will allow the five cities to continue to ‘borrow scale’ from one another, while also retaining their
individual compactness and character.135
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10. Organisations for delivering economic 		
development

Emerging lessons for Greater Victoria:
Several successful models of regional economic development strategy delivery have emerged in the last 20
years in city regions around the world pursuing diversification and global reach.
Consistency, flexibility and funding resilience are important criteria of successful peer organisations
internationally. They build their profile, establish a shared language and rationale for their activities, diversify
their funding sources over time, and become the natural locus for regionwide agendas such as brand and
identity development.
International practice indicates that the most impactful organisations over the long-term:

•

Jointly prioritise investment, productivity, co-ordination, promotion and sustainability

•

Attract and partner with the most capable business and investor-facing organisations

•

Are equally adept at building horizontal alliances across local governments with vertical relationships to
higher tiers of government, as well as B2B and other non-governmental relationships.

•

Achieve buy in from citizens, maintain popular visibility, and viewed as an independent voice on behalf of
the region rather than for business per se.

•

Prioritise incremental and continuous reforms and adopt an opportunity mindset

•

Prepare to deliver on two fronts: winning growth, and managing the externalities of growth
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This section summarises the experiences of four successful models of metropolitan economic organisation globally:
1.

Miami Beacon Council

2.

Amsterdam Economic Board

3.

Stockholm Business Region

4.

San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation

Over time each has evolved to develop a broader base of tools and responsibilities as an implementing partner of a long-term
economic development strategy.
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*
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*

*

*

*

*

Source: Business of Cities research

Table 1: Relative focuses of the four different metropolitan economic organisations

Miami-Beacon Council
The Miami Beacon Council is a non-profit public-private partnership separate from city and metropolitan government whose
mission is to improve the quality of job opportunities and foster high value economic growth across the Miami-Dade region.
The Council has over 80 board members, including a mix of civic leaders and business executives, and over 20 members of
an executive committee with delegated decision-making powers. It is also organised into 10 industry and market committees,
including in Aviation, Banking and Finance, Creative Design, and Technology.136
Miami Beacon Council stands out for its consistent focus on economic diversification, data-led industry analysis, site selection
support, and public-private network building. It has become the effective champion of the ‘One Community, One Goal’
initiative, first launched in 1996 by the Chamber of Commerce (see above). As an EDO it has had particular success building
strong positive relationships with larger companies in the region, to tap into business insight, build shared agendas and
leverage corporate funds for regional goals such as industry-specific re-skilling.137
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Amsterdam Economic Board
The Amsterdam Economic Board has evolved over the past decade as a small network of leaders composed of local and
regional governments, knowledge institutions and businesses whose mission is to develop the Amsterdam region’s innovation
and connectivity credentials and promote sustainable economic growth across the metropolitan area.
The Board features 40 members, including 20 executive board members responsible for achieving a set of concrete
deliverables in line with its strategy.138 Two-thirds of the funding is provided by local governments in the Amsterdam region.
The Board has earmarked 8 priority sectors in different parts of the region, and undertakes projects designed to strengthen
triple helix collaboration between businesses, universities and governments in support of innovation.139
In recent years, one of the Board’s key goals has been to ensure a better match between education and the job market in the
Amsterdam region, to ensure an inclusive labour market and skills ready for the jobs of the future. Other recent initiatives have
included building a regional cultural narrative, by framing cultural sites in wider region as fitting within Amsterdam’s heritage;
accelerating adoption of the circular economy, by closing regional loops of materials and energy; and promoting knowledge
exchange between the region’s innovation districts, campuses and hubs via the Campus Amsterdam project.

Stockholm Business Region
15 years ago, Stockholm was a metropolitan region without a shared perspective on its future. Local governments of different
political persuasions pursued their own economic visions, with weak co-ordination, and political leaders did not engage
effectively with private sector leadership.
Strong regionwide population growth triggered the central city to begin in 2007 a process of setting up the Stockholm
Business Region as a unified platform for local governments to build a shared approach to branding, economic development
and investment promotion.140 Today, as a wholly owned subsidiary of the City of Stockholm, Stockholm Business Region has
become the major driver for municipal co-operation, representing 55 local governments spread across 8 provinces. This is
partly because it possesses cross-party leadership: all political parties are represented on its Board, and over time there has
been more or less broad consensus on the decisions made.141
Stockholm Business Region features over 60 members led by executive managers and 18 executive board members. It has
developed a joint framework for local governments to increase FDI in target industries, helps to grow the capacity of local
entrepreneurs by linking them to innovation centres, business advisors and local government representatives, and created
subsidiary organisations to promote the region as a travel and business destination. Among its most significant achievements
is its 10-12 year regional brand — Capital of Scandinavia — to provide a common identity and attract international business.
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San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation
The San Diego REDC has been providing long-term economic leadership for the San Diego region. It is made up of 90 board
members comprising public agencies (e.g. San Diego Tourism Authority, City Governments, Regional Chamber of Commerce),
Civic organisations (e.g. universities), and private companies (e.g. urban services, insurance, law), and 25 team members led
by a President and CEO.
The Corporation has a US$4 million budget and receives investment from over 160 private companies and public agencies at
the city and regional level. 20% of its income is generated through services it delivers. Its flagship contributions to the multicycle growth agenda in San Diego include:

•

Brand alliance and metropolitan identity. The REDC has forged a long-term brand alliance involving top firms, large
infrastructure providers and others. This alliance has developed and championed the campaign San Diego: Life.
Changing. in order to help convey to talent the region’s innovation edge as well as its sunshine and lifestyle advantage.142

•

Organising for global trade and investment, through an affiliate trade association, the Corporation organises trade
missions to key markets and grants funds to SMEs that explore export opportunities through Metro Connect.143

•

Economic research and advocacy. The REDC develops high quality industry reports and economic impact studies on
specific companies and major industries in the region (e.g. genomics, technology, cybersecurity). It also works with public
and private military organisations to advocate for the defence industry at federal, state and local level.
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